Planter Customization Is Big Part Of
Offerings At Perkins Sales

W

BERNIE, MO.

e have been serving the agricultural industry for over 25 years. It’s our goal to
apply the innovative technology available, to your existing equipment and offer new
equipment that will help you save time and
money, resulting in an overall improvement to
your farm’s bottom line. We keep lines of full
season replacement parts and equipment for
planting, tillage, spray and harvest.
Planter customization is a big part of what we
do here at Perkins Sales. There are lots of accessories available that will optimize your
planter’s performance without spending a fortune. We service your JD vac meters with Precision Planting eSets and MeterMax computer
calibration. Precision Planting has corn, cotton
and soybean plates available. You can get real
singulation, without doubles or skips. The new
20/20 monitor can find problems while there is
still time to eliminate them; no more waiting till
the crop comes up to find a problem! Add on
RowFlow to simplify variable rate and swath
control and the AirForce with automatic down
force control. New, for this year is the WaveVision seed sensors that will give you a truly accurate count of hill drop cotton or soybeans,
even through dust and debris. By reading the
mass of objects passing the sensor, it counts
only single seeds, even if several drop at one
time. Also, new for the upcoming planting season is the CleanSweep system for effortless adjustment of your row cleaners from the tractor
cab. We also offer row cleaners, coulters, closing
systems, seed manufacturers such as Yetter,
Dawn, Martin, Sunco and Schaffert.
We have offered Richiger Dry Grain Baggers
and Unloaders for the past several years. These
have proven to be efficient, convenient and economical for short term grain storage. Your farm
can harvest and store crop on-site without delays, and sell grain when you want, to take advantage of market increases or dated delivery
premiums.
Cultivators are on the come-back recently,
with all the chemical resistant weeds popping
up. Cultivators are an efficient and economical

solution to spraying. So far, no weeds have developed resistance to cold, hard steel. We recommend the Hiniker 6000 cultivator for
high-residue situations and because of its versatility. We also offer a heavy-duty rolling cultivator, the Field-Trek which is another excellent
choice for herbicide resistant weeds. Both have
several add-on options to meet the needs of
your farm. Gandy air seeders added to the cultivator are great for interseeding in the fall.
When you start to spray, remember that we
carry tanks & racks, fittings, filters, automatic
spray systems, and a large variety of spray tips.
We also keep stainless fittings, Banjo poly fittings up to 3” and we have access to larger fittings for plumbing and tankers. We have a
selection of brands of spray booms to suit the
needs of any size farm. We offer booms and
sprayers from AgSpray, Bowman, Dickey, Fast,
Redball, and Schaben booms. These heavy-duty
booms up to 120 ft. offer a great alternative to
self-propelled units. Hooded units and units for
small jobs like pastures and end rows are also
available.
We keep spindles and lots of replacement
parts for your JD or Case/IH cotton pickers. In
addition to our standard spindles, we keep our
aggressive 9-barb spindles and Deep Dish
Doors, so you can pick your crop once and pick
it clean. All our picker parts meet manfacturer’s
specifications or better; our prices beat manufacturer’s prices, and that’s better for you Most
of our parts are American made, and that’s better for all of us.
We are adding to our grain handling replacement parts all the time. We carry a lot of the
high wear parts for JD and Case headers. We
can order gear boxes, poly-tin and larger items
specifically for your machine.
We would like to thank all of our customers
for allowing us to serve them. We would also like
to thank those who took time to read this and
look forward to serving your agricultural needs.
You can call us toll-free at 877-293-5794 or email cindy@perkinssales.com for a free catalog.
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